Abstract: In this paper we illustrate the potential of ordinal-patterns-based methods for analysis of real-world data and, especially, of electroencephalogram (EEG) data. We apply already known (empirical permutation entropy, ordinal pattern distributions) and new (empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns, robust to noise empirical permutation entropy) methods for measuring complexity, segmentation and classification of time series.
Introduction
The investigation of data on the basis of considering ordinal pattern distributions provides a new and promising approach to time series analysis. Since the appearance of the seminal paper [1] of Bandt and Pompe inventing (empirical) permutation entropy, the number of papers describing and using this approach is rapidly increasing. In particular, empirical permutation entropy has been applied to EEG data for detecting and visualizing changes related to epileptic seizures (e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] ), for distinguishing brain states related to anesthesia (e.g., [6, 7] ), for discriminating sleep stages [8] , as well as for analyzing and classifying heart rate variability data (e.g., [9] [10] [11] [12] ), and in financial and physical time series analysis (see [13, 14] for a review of applications).
The paper is devoted to illustrating the potential of already known and new ordinal-patterns-based methods for measuring complexity of real-world data and, especially, of EEG data. In particular, we discuss empirical permutation entropy (ePE) and two related concepts, called empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns (eCE) [15] and robust (to noise) empirical permutation entropy (rePE).
Here two aspects will be of special interest. At first, we compare computational and discriminatory performance of ePE and eCE with that of approximate entropy (ApEn) and sample entropy (SampEn), being common in complex data analysis. Approximate entropy has been applied in several cardiovascular studies (see for a review [16] ), for quantifying the effect of anesthesia drugs on the brain activity [17] [18] [19] , for discriminating sleep stages [20, 21] , for epileptic EEG analysis and epileptic seizures detection [22, 23] and in other fields (see [24, 25] for a review of applications). Applications of sample entropy have been given in several cardiovascular studies [9, 26] (see for a review [16] ), for analysis of EEG data from patients with Alzheimer's disease [27] , for epileptic EEG analysis and epileptic seizures detection [2, 28] and other applications (see [24, 25, 29] for a review).
The second main aspect discussed in the paper is using ordinal patterns for the classification of EEG data, which was first suggested in [30, 31] .
Namely, we introduce a CEofOP ("Conditional-Entropy-of-Ordinal-Patterns-based") statistic for finding points where a time series is qualitatively changing. The detected change-points split the time series into homogenous segments that are further clustered with respect to their ordinal pattern distributions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the concepts of approximate entropy and sample entropy and define the main concepts used in our ordinal-patterns-based approach to time series analysis including the empirical permutation entropy, the empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns, and the robust empirical permutation entropy. The performance of the different quantifiers is investigated and illustrated, on the one hand for simulated data from chaotic maps, which are often used in complexity research, and on the other hand for EEG data with the aim of discriminating between different states. Section 3 is devoted to ordinal-patterns-based segmentation and to the classification of the obtained segments. For this the CEofOP statistic is introduced and explained. Its performance is illustrated for the discrimination of sleep stages from EEG data. Finally, Section 4 provides a summary including conclusions with some relevance for future research.
In the whole paper, we denote by N and R the set of natural and real numbers, respectively.
Entropies for Discriminating Complexity

Approximate Entropy and Sample Entropy
We recall the approximate entropy and the sample entropy, widely used in time series analysis as practical complexity measures and originally introduced in [24, 32] . We do not go into theoretical details behind the concepts, but only note that they are related to such theoretical concepts as correlation entropy [33] , Eckmann-Ruelle entropy [34] , Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy [35] and H 2 (T )-entropy [36] (see also [37] for the discussion of their relationships). [24, 32] :
where #A stands for the number of elements of a set A. 
which introduces some bias in the result [24] . When computing SampEn one does not count self-matches due to i < j in (2), which is more natural [24] .
It holds for all k, N ∈ N and r ∈ R that [24] :
For application of both entropies to real-world time series, the tolerance r is usually recommended to set to r ∈ [0.1σ, 0.25σ], where σ is the standard deviation of a time series, and the length k of compared vectors is recommended to set to k = 2 [24, 32, 38] . In order to compare the complexities of two time series, one has to fix k, r and N due to the significant variation of the values of ApEn k, r, (
for different parameters [24, 38] .
Ordinal Patterns, Empirical Permutation Entropy and Empirical Conditional Entropy of Ordinal Patterns
In this subsection we define ordinal patterns, empirical permutation entropy [1] and empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns [15] . We start from the definition of ordinal patterns. For example, all ordinal patterns of order d = 2 are given in Figure 1 . The empirical permutation entropy was originally introduced in [1] as a natural measure of time series complexity. This quantity is an estimate of the permutation entropy, which is strongly related to the well-known Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy (see for the theoretical background [13, 39] ). 
with N ∈ N we understand the quantity
. , x i−dτ ) has the ordinal pattern j} N − dτ (with 0 ln 0 := 0).
Here assume that all possible ordinal patterns are enumerated by 0, 1, . . . ,
We use the short form ePE
when no confusion can arise. The empirical permutation entropy is a well-interpretable measure of complexity. Indeed, the higher the diversity of ordinal patterns of order d in a time series (x 
is, the larger the value of ePE(d, τ, N) is. It holds for d, N, τ ∈ N:
which is restrictive for estimating a large complexity as we show in Example 4 in Section 2.4. The choice of order d is rather simple. The larger d is, the better the estimate of complexity underlying a system by the empirical permutation entropy is. On the other hand, excessively high d value leads to an underestimation of the complexity because by the bounded length of a time series not all ordinal patterns representing the system can occur. In [41] ,
is recommended. The choice of the delay τ is a bit complicated; in many applications τ = 1 is used, however larger delays τ can provide additional information as we illustrate in Example 5 for EEG data (see also [42] for the discussion of the choice of τ). Note also that increasing the delay τ can lead to increasing the values of ePE, i.e., when increasing the delay τ one should mind the bound (5) as we illustrate in the following example (see also [37] for more details).
Example 1. In Figure 2 we present the values of ePE (3, τ, N) for the delays τ = [3, 4, 43] [44] .) The explanation is that the ePE values during sleep are usually less than the values of ePE during the awake state; see [37] for more details.
We define now the empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns. The theoretical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns is introduced in [15] , and for several cases it estimates the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy better than the permutation entropy (see [15] for details and examples).
Definition 4. By the empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns
with N ∈ N we understand the quantity Further we use the short form eCE
when no confusion can arise. The empirical conditional entropy characterizes the average diversity of ordinal patterns succeeding a given one. It holds for d, N, τ ∈ N:
The choice of the order d of the empirical conditional entropy is similar to that of the empirical permutation entropy. Similar to (6) , order d and length N of a time series should satisfy 5(d + 1)!(d + 1) < N, otherwise eCE can be underestimated. (Note that to compute eCE one has to estimate frequencies of all possible pairs of ordinal patterns, and there are (d + 1)!(d + 1) such pairs.) However, our experience is that in many cases it is enough to have [46, 47] for the theoretical background).
Robustness of Empirical Permutation Entropy with Respect to Noise
In this subsection we discuss the robustness of the empirical permutation entropy with respect to observational noise since it is not as robust to noise as it is usually reported (e.g., [48, 49] ). Given a time series
We introduce the (rePE), which is based on counting robust ordinal patterns defined in the following way.
Definition 5. For positive η ∈ R, let us call an ordinal pattern of the vector
The threshold
is chosen as a quarter of the amount of the ordered pairs of entries from the vector (x t , x t−τ , . . . , x t−dτ ). Let us summarize that the introduced rePE provides better robustness with respect to observational noise than the ePE. However, the rePE has two drawbacks. Firstly, one needs to set the parameter η in order to compute rePE, which is ambiguous. Secondly, rePE has a slower computational algorithm than ePE (see [37] for details).
Examples and Comparisons
In this subsection we compare the following practically important properties of ApEn, SampEn, ePE and eCE: the efficiency of computing the entropies (Example 3), the ability to assess a large complexity of a time series (Example 4), and the ability to discriminate between different complexities of EEG data (Example 5).
Example 3. In this example we illustrate that ePE and eCE have more efficient algorithms for computing than ApEn and SampEn (see [50] [51] [52] for the MATLAB scripts and [37, 53, 54] [51, 52] are the fastest for computing of ApEn and SampEn, to our knowledge. ) We present the efficiency of the methods in terms of computational time and storage use with dependence on the length N of a considered time series in Table 1 (we refer to [37, 53, 54] for justification). Table 1 . Efficiency of computing the entropies.
for the original papers introducing the corresponding fast algorithms), which allows for processing large datasets in real time. (Note that the algorithms introduced in
Quantity Method of computing Computational time Storage use
For better illustration we present in Figure 5 the computational times of the entropies with dependence on the length N of a time series generated by the logistic map [41] .) The value of eCE for d = 9 is underestimated due to the insufficient length N = 10 8 , see for details [55] . Figure 5 . Comparison of the computational times, measured by the MATLAB function "cputime", of the approximate entropy, sample entropy, empirical permutation entropy and empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns computed with the MATLAB scripts from [51, 52] , [50] ("PE.m") and [37] ("CE.m"), correspondingly. Figure 7 that the values of ePE and eCE are almost the same for the values β = 5, 7, . . . , 15 of the beta-transformation T β (x) = βx mod 1 with the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy ln β [46] (see Remark 1) , whereas the values of ApEn and SampEn estimate the complexity correctly. Figure 7 . The values of approximate entropy, sample entropy, empirical permutation entropy and empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns of a time series generated by the beta-transformation with dependence on the parameter β. [56] ). There are five groups of datasets [57] : In Figure 8 
The results of discrimination are presented only for illustration of discrimination ability of ePE, eCE, ApEn and SampEn, therefore we do not compare the results with other methods (for a review of classification methods applied for the Bonn EEG Database see [58]). Application of the entropies to the epileptic data from Bonn EEG Database has shown the following:
•
It can be useful to apply approximate entropy, sample entropy, empirical permutation entropy and empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns together since they reveal different features of the dynamics underlying a time series.
• It can be useful to apply empirical permutation entropy and empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns for different delays τ since they reveal different features of the dynamics underlying a time series.
Ordinal-Patterns-Based Segmentation of EEG and Clustering of EEG Segments
Complexity measures (including those considered in the previous section) are usually only interpretable for stationary time series [1, 32, 60] and may be unreliable when stationarity fails. (Roughly speaking, a time series is stationary if parameters of this time series do not change over time. See Section 3.1 in [59] for a rigorous definition and details.) Meanwhile, most of real-world time series are non-stationary [59] . A time point where some characteristic of a time series changes is called a change-point. The detection of change-points is a typical problem of time series analysis [59, [61] [62] [63] [64] ; in particular it provides a segmentation of time series into stationary segments. In this section we suggest an ordinal-patterns-based method for change-point detection. Note that methods for change-point detection are usually introduced for stochastic processes; then time series are considered as particular realizations of stochastic processes and ordinal patterns are a special kind of statistic over these realizations. In this paper we only explain the idea of ordinal-patterns-based change-point detection and present our approach in an "intuitive" way. Therefore we omit some theoretical discussions that will appear in [55] and define all the concepts immediately for time series, which may be useful for applications. According to the results of our experiments, the here suggested ordinal-patterns-based method provides much better detection of change-points than the first ordinal-patterns-based method introduced in [30, 31] . The performance of our method is comparable but a bit worse than performance of the classical method described in [65] ; however, our method requires less a priori information about the time series. The theoretical justification and comparison with other methods for change-point detection will appear in forthcoming publications and, in particular, in [55] .
We describe the general idea of ordinal-patterns-based change-point detection (Section 3.1) and introduce a statistic for detecting change-points in time series (Section 3.2). In this paper we use segmentation for revealing the segments of time series corresponding to certain states of the underlying system. For this we combine ordinal-patterns-based segmentation with classification of the obtained segments by means of clustering (grouping of objects in such a way that objects from the same group are in certain sense more similar than objects from different groups) of time series. We sketch the idea of ordinal-patterns-based clustering in Section 3.3. Finally, we apply ordinal-patterns-based segmentation and clustering to EEG time series in Section 3.4.
The Idea of Ordinal-Patterns-Based Change-Point Detection
The approach described below can be generalized to an arbitrary τ ∈ N, but to simplify the notation, in this section we fix the delay τ = 1. For further discussion we need the following definition. The idea of the ordinal-patterns-based change-point detection is to search for change-points in the sequence of ordinal patterns of a time series instead of searching for change-points in the time series itself. For doing this, we should assume further that all change-points in the time series are structural in the sense of the following definition. The assumption that change-points in a time series are structural seems to be realistic in many cases. An indicator of a structural change-point is provided by frequencies of ordinal patterns. Given t ∈ {d + 1, d + 2, . . . , N − d}, denote distributions of relative frequencies of ordinal patterns of order d before and after the moment t by p 1 (t) and p 2 (t) respectively, where
for k = 1, 2. If there is a structural change-point at t = t * , then it holds p 1 (t * ) p 2 (t * ); on the contrary, for a stationary time series it holds
for all t ∈ {T min , T min + 1, . . . , N − T min }, where T min = 5(d + 1)! is the length of a time series required for a reliable estimation of the relative frequencies of ordinal patterns according to (6) . The first method of ordinal-patterns-based change-point detection introduced in [30, 31] is, roughly speaking, based on using (11). Here we suggest another approach described in the following subsection.
Change-Point Detection Using the CEofOP Statistic
We begin with introducing a statistic based on the empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns (Definition 4) that allows to estimate a structural change-point in a time series. Let us denote here the empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns of a time series ( 
Remark 3. We can also rewrite CEofOP in an explicit form using (7):
(with 0 ln 0 := 0),
for k = 0, 1, 2, and
The calculation of the CEofOP statistic by (12) requires a reliable estimation of eCE. For this according to (9) , the length of a time series should be no smaller than T min = (d + 1)!(d + 1). Therefore we recommend to consider CEofOP(t; d) only for
and for t ∈ {T min ,
If a structural change occurs at some point t * , then CEofOP t; d tends to attain its maximum at t = t * .
This happens because the conditional entropy is concave (not only for ordinal patterns but in general, see Section 2.1.3 in [66] ), i.e., for all t = T min ,
Thus the CEofOP statistic provides the following estimate of a single change-point t * : [55] 
for the proof). This fact is important for detecting change-points.
In the following example we illustrate the estimation of a change-point by the CEofOP statistic.
Example 6. Consider a time series (x
given by
for N ∈ N, i = 0, 1, . . . , N, and γ ∈ (0, 1) such that γN ∈ N. This time series has a structural change-point t * = γN; a part of the time series containing the change-point is shown in Figure 12 . Let t = θN ∈ N for θ ∈ (0, 1), then from the general representation (13) of CEofOP it follows that
An easy computation shows that CEofOP(θN; 1) has a unique maximum at θ = γ, which provides a detection of the change-point. In particular, for γ =
we obtain: . Figure 13 shows that CEofOP(θN; 1) attains a distinct maximum at θ = Now we describe how the CEofOP statistic solves two classical problems of change-point detection [61] : Problem 1. (at most one change): Given at most one change-point t * ∈ N, one needs to find an estimate t * ∈ N or conclude that no change has occurred. ∈ N of change-points.
To solve Problem 1 we need to verify whether t * is actually a change-point. This is a classical problem of change-point detection (see Section 1. with a certain threshold h: if CEofOP( t * ; d) ≥ h then one decides that there is a change-point in t * , otherwise it is concluded that no change has occurred. We compute the threshold h using block bootstrapping from the sequence of ordinal patterns (see [63, 64] for a comprehensive description of the block bootstrapping; since this approach is rather often used we do not go into details). The solution of Problem 1 using the CEofOP statistic is described in Algorithm 1 (Appendix A.1).
To detect multiple change-points (Problem 2) we use an algorithm consisting of two main steps:
Step 1: preliminary estimation of change-points using the binary segmentation procedure [67] . The idea of the binary segmentation is simple: the single change-point detection procedure is applied to the original time series; if a change-point is detected, then it splits the time series into two segments. This procedure is repeated iteratively for the obtained segments until all of them either do not contain change-points or are shorter than 2T min .
Step 2: verification of change-points and rejection of the false ones (the idea of this step as an improvement of the binary segmentation procedure is suggested in [65] ).
The details of these two steps are displayed in Algorithm 2 (Appendix A.2).
Ordinal-Pattern-Distributions Clustering
In this subsection, we consider classification of segments of time series with respect to the ordinal pattern distributions.
Definition 10. A clustering of time series segments such that every segment is represented by the distribution of relative frequencies of ordinal patterns is called ordinal-pattern-distributions (OPD) clustering.
Given an M-dimensional time series for M ∈ N, a distribution of relative frequencies of ordinal patterns is characterized by a vector p = (p l )
M(d+1)!−1 l=0
, where p j+(m−1)(d+1)! represents the relative frequency of the ordinal pattern j in the m-th component of the time series for j = 0, 1, . . . ,
In the first papers devoted to OPD clustering [31, 68] , the authors split time series into short segments of fixed length and then cluster these segments. Instead, we segment time series by means of the change-point detection via the CEofOP statistic and then cluster the obtained segments that are pseudo-stationary in the sense of having no structural change-points. Our approach is motivated by the criticism of segmenting time series without taking into account their structure (see, for instance, Section 7.3.1 in [62] ).
To cluster the vectors representing the distributions of ordinal patterns, we use the k-means algorithm [69] with the squared Hellinger distance. The squared Hellinger distance between the distributions of frequencies of ordinal patterns in the i-th and k-th segments of a time series is defined by
Using the squared Hellinger distance for the ordinal-patterns-based clustering was first suggested in [68] ; for the justification of this choice we refer to [55] .
An Application of Ordinal-Patterns-Based Segmentation and Ordinal-Pattern-Distributions Clustering to Sleep EEG
In this subsection we employ ordinal-patterns-based segmentation and OPD clustering to sleep stage discrimination, which is a relevant problem in biomedical research [70, 71] . To investigate sleep stages, one measures electrical activity of brain by means of EEG. According to the classification in [72] , there are six stages of human state during the night:
• the waking state (W);
• two stages of light sleep (S1, S2);
• two stages of deep sleep (S3, S4);
• rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.
Note that according to the modern classification stage S4 is not distinguished from S3 [70] .
Construction of a generally recognized automatic procedure for sleep stage discrimination is problematic due to the complex nature of EEG signal; thus discrimination of sleep EEG is mainly carried out manually by experts [70] . They assign a sleep stage (W, REM, S1-S4) to every 30 s epoch of the EEG recording [70] ; the result is often visualized by a hypnogram.
Example 7. We consider the dataset described in [73] and provided by [74] . Table 2 • class "AWAKE": three clusters;
It consists of eight whole-night recordings with manually scored hypnograms (four recordings contain EEG monitored during 24 h, for them we consider only the sleep related parts). Further we refer to the recordings according to their names in the dataset (see
• class "LIGHT SLEEP": three clusters (one of these clusters may be associated with stage S1 and two others with stage S2, but we do not distinguish between S1 and S2 since the amount of the epochs corresponding to S1 is small);
• class "DEEP SLEEP": one cluster (the manual scoring was done according to the old classification [72] , while the modern classification [70] does not distinguish stages S3 and S4);
• class "REM": one cluster. Table 2 . Table 3 . Amount of 30 s epochs from the class specified by the column with the manual score specified by the row (for all eight recordings from the dataset [74] As one can see from Table 2 the overall agreement between the manual scoring and the suggested ordinal-patterns-based method for sleep EEG discrimination in Example 7 is 75.4%. This is comparable with the results for the same dataset reported by researchers that use different discrimination methods. In particular, in the studies [75] and [76] , the authors obtain agreement with the manual scoring for 74.5% and 81.5% of the epochs, respectively. In contrast to the methods suggested in [75, 76] , the ordinal-patterns-based discrimination is based on completely data-driven procedures of ordinal-patterns-based segmentation and OPD clustering, and does not use any expert knowledge about the data. This fact emphasizes the potential of ordinal-patterns-based segmentation and OPD clustering and encourages further research in this direction.
Summary and Conclusions
We have discussed the applicability and performance of three empirical measures based on the distribution of ordinal patterns in time series. These are the empirical permutation entropy (ePE), the empirical conditional entropy of ordinal patterns (eCE), and the robust empirical permutation entropy (rePE). Whereas the ePE is well established and eCE is recently introduced [15] , the rePE is a new concept proposed for dealing with noisy data.
We have pointed out that from the viewpoint of computer resources (computational time and memory requirements) the algorithms for computing ePE and eCE, introduced in [15, 37] , are better than the algorithms for computing ApEn and SampEn introduced in [54] . This is interesting in the case of considering large time series. We have demonstrated on the examples of the logistic and the tent family that rePE could be a robust alternative to ePE in the case of observational noise. Therefore, a further investigation of rePE seems to be useful. Further, the comparison of the entropies was done on the base of EEG recordings from the Bonn EEG Database (available online at [56] ). Here it was discussed how good the considered quantifiers separate data of three groups: group 1 consisting of healthy subjects, group 2 consisting of subjects with epilepsy in a seizure-free period, and group 3 consisting of subjects with epilepsy in a seizure period. We have illustrated that plotting the values of ApEn and SampEn versus the values of ePE and eCE provides a good separation between the three groups, as well as plotting the values of ePE and eCE versus themselves for different delays. We therefore conclude that the combined use of ApEn, SampEn, ePE and eCE or the combined use of ePE and eCE seems to be useful for discrimination purposes.
We have suggested a method for classifying time series on the basis of investigating their ordinal pattern distributions. The method consists of two steps: segmentation of time series into pseudo-stationary segments and clustering of the obtained segments. We have performed the segmentation of time series on the basis of change-point analysis providing the boundaries of segments. As change-points, we have considered time points where the ordinal structure of a time series was changing, as proposed in [30] . In order to identify such points we have introduced the CEofOP ("Conditional-Entropy-of-Ordinal-Patterns-based") statistic, which is based on eCE. For finding all relevant change-points, we have used the binary segmentation procedure [67] in combination with block bootstrapping [63, 64] . After segmenting the time series as described, the obtained segments were clustered on the basis of their ordinal pattern distributions by means of a commonly-used cluster algorithm (k-means clustering with the squared Hellinger distance). The method was applied to the discrimination of sleep EEG data. Here we have obtained good results for considering eight clusters. The obtained clusters could be very well assigned to one of the following four groups: "AWAKE", "LIGHT SLEEP", "DEEP SLEEP", and "REM". This is somewhat surprising because no information on the structure of data related to special sleep stages was used, but shows some potential of the method in sleep stage discrimination.
We have demonstrated the potential of ePE and eCE for the discrimination of states of a system based on time series analysis, but would also like to emphasize that for these purposes a combined use of different entropy concepts, ordinal and non-ordinal ones, can be useful. For this, a better knowledge of the relationship and of the differences of such concepts would be important and should be addressed in further research.
A.3. Algorithm for Ordinal-Patterns-Based Segmentation of Multivariate Time Series
Here we present Algorithm 3, which is used in Section 3.4 for the discrimination of sleep EEG time series with the following values of parameters:
• order d = 4;
• probability of false alarms α = 0.07 (we use a relatively high probability of false alarms since we prefer to split a sleep stage into several segments that can be grouped into one cluster on the next step, rather than to get segments containing several sleep stages);
• minimal length of a valid stationary segment T segm = 3000 (i.e., a valid stationary segment should be at least 30 s, which corresponds to the length of an epoch used in manual scoring).
Algorithm 3 Ordinal-patterns-based segmentation of multivariate time series.
Input: sequences (π ; ⊲ sort change-points in increasing order 10:
t ← t * 1 ; k ← 2; 11:
⊲ We check each estimate of a change-point: if it is too close to the previous one, we suppose that 12:
⊲ they correspond to the same change reflected by different time series not simultaneously.
13:
⊲ We mark the segment between such change-points as a transition state. 14: 
